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Here are some stepsHere are some steps
which you need towhich you need to

take to createtake to create
wealth over timewealth over time
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Save Smartly

Saving doesn't meanSaving doesn't mean
saving whatever you aresaving whatever you are
left with at the end of theleft with at the end of the

month; it's far more aboutmonth; it's far more about
learning to manage yourlearning to manage your
expenses in a manner soexpenses in a manner so

that you can save thethat you can save the
amount that you want toamount that you want to

save every month.save every month.  
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Convert your monthlyConvert your monthly  
saving into investmentsaving into investment  

through SIPsthrough SIPs

Saving isn't alwaysSaving isn't always
sufficient; based onsufficient; based on
your financial needsyour financial needs

channelize yourchannelize your
monthly savings intomonthly savings into

investments.investments.  
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  Improve yourImprove your
investment periodicallyinvestment periodically

Our salary increasesOur salary increases
yearly, so youryearly, so your

investments should alsoinvestments should also
increase yearly. It shouldincrease yearly. It should

increase in the sameincrease in the same
proportion as the rise inproportion as the rise in

your level of income.your level of income.
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Invest lumpsum whilstInvest lumpsum whilst
possiblepossible
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Whenever youWhenever you    acquire aacquire a
lump sum in hand – forlump sum in hand – for

example when you receive aexample when you receive a
bonus or a maturitybonus or a maturity

amount for an investmentamount for an investment
– rather than splurging the– rather than splurging the

entire amount, invest aentire amount, invest a
part of it on your currentpart of it on your current

mutual fund.mutual fund.  
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